Viega pre-wall systems
Systems for creative bathroom design.



Viega. A better idea!

Family tradition
The name Viega stands for a family-owned company that has
always set the highest standards in terms of product quality,
customer proximity, delivery reliability and excellent service.
Above all, this means demanding the highest standards of
itself. Because one thing is certain: it takes more than just a
good idea to write an international success story. So it is no
accident that courage, an innovative spirit and passion have
characterised the company for more than 110 years.
Competency combined with diversity
The Viega portfolio has grown to encompass 16,000 products,
which not only represent a uniquely diverse range within our
sector of industry, but also meet the highest standards of
quality. The reason behind this is that Viega combines the
best of everything: highly skilled employees, premium raw
materials, state-of-the-art production facilities – at all of its
five production plants in Germany and the USA.
Systematic and precise
Added to which, 16,000 products are permanently in stock
and are consigned, coded, packed and dispatched using a
seamless logistics system. This systematic process is typical
of Viega, since it is our products themselves that mesh with
one another as well as the processes themselves. Pre-wall
systems – one of many Viega innovations – form the basis.
The Steptec system presented in this brochure is a prime
example of this: a tried and tested system which opens up
undreamt-of opportunities in plumbing and installation.
Totally in keeping with our motto: Viega. A better idea!



Viega pre-wall systems.
There are no limits to our diversity



Colours, tiles, fittings – as far as visual
bathroom design is concerned, it all
comes down to the customer’s individual taste. Behind the wall, professional
expertise is also required. The safety,
reliability and custom fit of each sanitary
unit ultimately depend on the installation. The quality of the installed components also plays a decisive role.
You need to be able to rely on them – in
terms of material, fitting and how they
combine to form an overall system.
Again, this is something that we see as
our duty: to meet the toughest requirements in everything we do. That means
no compromises in product quality and
comprehensive system expertise.
Viega system technology
Our core skills, and in particular our
wide range of metal and plastic pipe
installations as well as our pre-wall
solutions, have enabled us to become
one of the most successful brand
manufacturers in the industry. For
decades, Viega has been synonymous
with innovative domestic installations
and guaranteed system safety.
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Viega Steptec
Page
Viega proves what bathroom design
can achieve with two basic design elements: Viega Steptec. Its pre-punched
profiles and trapezoid-shaped connectors give the imagination free rein.
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Page
Viega Eco Plus
Viega Eco Plus proves itself in the field
of commercial construction. Powerful,
versatile and attractively priced. Clever
details and elements like the Viega Eco
Plus corner element harmoniously
round off the design concept.
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Viega Mono
Page
Viega Mono is a design classic offering
high flexibility in wet construction: variable depth settings, a block that can be
shortened and low WC elements – ideal
for assembly as a single unit or series.

Viega planning: Barrier-free,
sound-proofing,
fire protection
and damp proofing
Page
Viega pre-wall systems make it easy to
satisfy all planning aspects. In line with
norms, they also meet the highest standards required for health and lifestyle
quality.
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Viega concealed cistern
and Visign
actuating panels
Page
In the foreground, Visign actuating panels
set stylish accents. In the background,
the Viega concealed cistern with dual
flush promote economical use of our
most valuable resource: water.
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Viega Steptec.
Total freedom for bathroom design



No matter what you have in mind,
Viega Steptec ensures you can easily
implement it. Two elements form the
basis for assembly: profiles and connectors. That is all you need to put
exceptional ideas and plans into practice. Viega Steptec equals flexible bathroom design with high-level installation
comfort.



Viega Steptec:
unlimited flexibility

1 System basis:
Only two components – the Steptec
connector and
Steptec profiles.
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6 Another advantage: Equipped with
water-saving Viega
concealed cisterns
that can be combined with all Visign
actuating panels.

3 Simple and fast
assembly:
Thanks to the
system design,
a single covering
of GKFI boards
(1 x 12.5 mm)
or Aqua plastic
cladding panels
(1 x 12 mm) are
adequate.
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5 The ceramic fastening can be individually adjusted and set
to a comfortable
height for people with
mobility disabilities.

1

2 Steptec profiles:
open on one side
and easy to mount
straight onto the
wall, ceiling or floor.
Dimensions of edge
are 40 x 40 mm,
offering a large supporting surface
for the cladding.

4 Special Viega
Steptec modules
for WC and bidet
are available for different requirements.
These can be supplemented with
additional modules/
fitting holders.
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7 Guarantees short
strokes with minimal
actuating power:
rocker technology
with combinable
Bowden wire technology.
8 Fire protection
and soundproofing:
Viega Steptec meets
the fire protection
guidelines for the
declaration of compliance in accordance
with the German
Standard Cable
Systems Directive
(MLAR), and its
soundproofing has
been tested for conformity to DIN 4109
by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Building
Physics in Stuttgart.
9 Thanks to the
depth-adjustable
drain bend made of
PP, connection to the
wastewater system is
made much simpler.

Viega Steptec WC block
8461.3
H x W x D:
1130/980 x 430 x 145 mm

Viega Steptec WC block
8438.3
H x W x D:
840 x 430 x 200 mm

Viega Steptec WC block
8437.3
H x W x D:
840 x 430 x 200 mm

Washbasin block 8133.3
(barrier-free)
Width: 430 mm

Waste sink block 8131.3
Width: 430 mm

Urinal block 8119.3 for
surface pressure flusher
Width: 430 mm

Urinal block 8128.33
with Viega concealed flush
system, Width: 430 mm

Fitting holder 8268.3
Width: 430 mm

Concealed fitting
holder 8063.0
Width: 430 mm

Fitting holder 8068.3 for
washing machine connections
Width: 77 mm

Universal holder 8062.5

Viega Steptec
articulation 8411

Fixing
element 8011.9
Width: 275 mm

Viega Steptec
Plywood panel 8096
507 x 280 mm

Viega Steptec profile 8401

Viega Steptec Bidet block
8467.3
Width: 430 mm

Washbasin block 8055.4
Width: 430 mm

Steptec complete packet 8400

Urinal block 8127.3
Urinal block 8121.3
for “Joly” and “Visit” urinals siphon sensor electronics 230  V
(Keramag), Width: 430 mm
Width: 430 mm

Viega Steptec built-in box
block 8470
Width: 314 mm

Viega Steptec profile punching
machine 8420

Fitting holder
Width: 430 mm
Model 8062.1

Viega Steptec
wall elbow 8415

See catalogue for further blocks.



Viega Steptec:
simple planning, calculation and assembly

4
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Simple to assemble
(Fig. 1) The trapezoid-shaped connectors fit with the system profiles at 90°- or
45° joints, so that depending on the
installation conditions the connectors
can be assembled on the closed or open
side of the profiles. By turning the Allen
key, the connectors mesh with the system profiles so that any tensile force or
pressure can be easily absorbed.
(Fig. 2) The profile is 5 m long, with
dimensions of 40 x 40 mm. This supporting surface enables the GKFI and Aqua
plastic cladding panels to be easily
assembled. Additionally, it is possible to
make a joining edge of two actuating
panels on a single profile.
(Fig. 3) With the system-integrated profile
punches, a clean, burr-free cut can be
made – quicker, safer and tidier than
using an angle grinder or saw. One
advantage: No protective clothing must
be worn; no fire safety precautions must
be taken due to sparks flying. Nor is it
necessary to complete complicated finishing work.

BxH

(Fig. 4) Easy calculation: Viega Steptec complete ready-to-use kits are available
for sizes 1, 3, 5 and 10 m². Use the simple formula Width x Height to determine the surface
area of the installation and thus the size of the complete kit required. To find out the profile
length required, simply multiply this value by the profile factor (5.5), and you’re done. Example:
2.4 m x 1.1 m = 2.64 m2 => a 3 m2 complete package
2.64 m2 x 5.5 (profile factor) = 14.52 m2 => three 5 m profiles
This calculation applies for all surfaces to be clad.

Easy planning
To decide on the materials required for
larger units, the free program is available for the Steptec quick assembly. By
entering details into a simple table, the
materials report “exact connector fit” is
compiled for individual pre-walls as
well as for entire projects. It is just as
easy to obtain a report for data for the
relevant project with the corresponding
assembly drawings or tender texts.

Viega provides the practical work manual Steptec quick laying for
installation planning as an individual software module to download.
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Viega Steptec:
ideal for One-Man Assembly
Assembly of the connector on the open profile side

The short side can
be placed directly
onto the profile.

When using the long
profile side, a blocking element is
required on the short
side.

Wall and floor profiles assembly

Simple assembly with a connector
Individuality is the essential keyword for
bathroom design. The solution is Viega
Steptec: the best the market has to offer
for individual or barrier-free pre- and
partition wall constructions. Whether
half-height, room-height or free-standing
– using only two basic elements of profiles and connectors, the system facilitates incredible design flexibility, while
simultaneously reducing storage costs.

Measure the length and depth
of the pre-wall.

Position the floor and wall profiles
and screw tight.

Cladding

3

1

1

2

1

3

2
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Chamfer the butted edges to 45° and use the
rapid fit screws provided to fix the covering
surface at 180 mm intervals. Then coat the
butted edges with filler. Then inject filler into
the gaps between pre-wall and floor, and
pre-wall and fixed wall.
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Assembly of the connector on the closed side

When using the
short side the blocking element must be
removed.

The long side of the
connector can be
placed directly onto
the profile.

Tighten the con
nector using the
supplied Allen key.
Job done!

The maximum permitted distance
between two rails
being connected is
10 mm.

Integration module

Position vertical profiles with the block
at a distance of 430 mm. If there is no block,
the maximum distance is 500 mm. Now insert
the key blocks. Insert into the profile, turn 90°,
and tighten with a size 17 ring spanner.
Now position and fix the side
Viega Steptec profiles.

Roof pitches

4

5

In general, ensure that room-height pre-walls
are supported at the back at a height of
1200 mm. Similar support is required every
2000 mm.
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Viega Eco Plus:
perfect for commercial construction
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Viega Eco Plus stands for tried and tested
technology, efficient assembly and intelligent detailed solutions. This makes it a
practical system with an ability to deal
with all kinds of pre-wall installation, as
well as one of the preferred solutions
especially for commercial fitting purposes. Viega Eco Plus is available at an
attractive, all-inclusive price.
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Viega Eco Plus:
You can count on it
2
1

7

1 The sturdy, freestanding elements
of powder coated
frames. The elements
are clad in two layers
(2 x 12.5 mm).
2 The mounting kit for
the wall, profiles and
for corner assembly
at an angle of 45°.
It allows continuous
depth adjustment
of the elements of
up to 200 mm.

6

3 Fast, simple
assembly thanks to
integrated alignment
assistance in
all Viega Eco Plus
elements.

3

6 Another advantage:
The equipment is fitted
with a water-saving
Viega concealed
cistern that can be
combined with all Visign
actuating panels.
7 Guarantees short
strokes with minimal
actuating power:
rocker technology
with combined
Bowden wire tech
nology.

4 The extendable
feet can be integrated
in a 50 mm or 75 mm
framework.
5 The ceramic
fastening can be
individually adjusted
and set to a height
suitable for disabled
users.

5
8

8 Fire protection and
soundproofing:
Viega Eco Plus has
been certified with
soundproofing in
accordance with
DIN 4109 by the
Fraunhofer Institute
for Building Physics
in Stuttgart.
Viega Eco Plus has
an ABP in accordance
with DIN EN 13521-2.
9 Thanks to the depthadjustable drain bend
made of PP, connection
to the wastewater
system is made much
simpler.

4
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Viega Eco Plus
WC Element 8161.2
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 130-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
WC Element 8138.2
H x W x D:
830 x 490 x 200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
WC Element 8137.2
H x W x D:
830 x 490 x 200 mm

Viega Eco
WC Element 8180.25/8180.26
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 130-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Bidet Element 8167.5
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco
Washbasin Element 8180.61
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8162
H x W x D:
860 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8164
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8156.1
H x W x D:
1300 x 490 x 85-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8156
H x W x D:
1300 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8158
H x W x D:
860/1130 x 490 x 90-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8155
with concealed meter,
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 115-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Washbasin Element 8154
with concealed meter,
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 115-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Waste sink Element 8159
H x W x D:
1300 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Urinal Element 8164.5
H x W x D:
1130/1300 x 490 x 100-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Urinal Element 8152.3
Siphon sensor technology
H x W x D:
1130 x 490 x 125-200 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Fixing Element 8169.2
H x W x D:
1130 x 200 x 30–200 mm

Assembly profile 8001
H x T: 40 x 22 mm
Length 3000 mm

Viega Eco Plus
Fixing set 8173

Viega Eco Plus WC corner
element, model 8141.2
Height 1130 mm

Viega Eco Plus WC corner
element, model 8141.2
Height 980 mm

Viega Eco Plus Washbasin
corner element, model 8142
Height 980-1130 mm

Viega Eco Plus Bidet corner
element, model 8143
Height 980-1130 mm

Viega Eco Plus Urinal corner
Viega Eco Plus Urinal corner
element “Joly”+“Visit”, model 8145
element, model 8144
Height 1130/1300 mm
Height 1130 mm

For more accessories, see catalogue.
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Viega Eco Plus:
child’s play to install

The ideal solution for dry
construction
Viega Eco Plus signals the way forward
for commercial construction with its
unbeatable price/performance ratio.
The simple reason for this is that everything is just right: its sturdy workmanship, its robust quality and its enormous
versatility. Whatever the fitting method
(single, profile or frame) – Viega Eco Plus
guarantees trouble-free and economic
installation. Clever solutions and innovative details such as the alignment aid
save you time during fitting. In addition,
the vertically adjustable WC connection
elbow ensures convenient connection
to the sewerage system.
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Single installation
height: 1130 mm

The mounting kit is
fixed to the wall with
screw anchor plugs
at a height of
1110 mm. The distance between the
two fixing points
should be 440 mm.

Serial installation
height: 1130 mm

The mounting kit is
fixed to the wall with
screw anchor plugs
at a height of 1110
mm. The distance
between the two fixing points should be
440 mm.

Framework assembly on site

Even different
Viega Eco Plus WC
elements can be
integrated without
any problem into
support frames built
on-site.

Mount the
Viega Eco Plus
WC element and
align using a spirit
level. Then bolt
the “extendable”
feet to the floor with
screw anchor plugs.
Apply the wall profiles, to which the
plasterboards will
later be fixed, to the
side and top of the
element.

Finally, apply a double covering of GKFI
boards (2 x 12.5 mm)
to the element.

When mounting the
two elements, use
a spirit level to align
exactly. Now apply
at the sides the wall
profiles to which the
plasterboards will
later be fixed.

Finally, apply
a double covering of
GKFI boards
(2 x 12.5 mm) to the
element.

It is then only
necessary to apply
a double covering
of GKFI boards
(2 x 12.5 mm) to the
prewall structure.
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Viega Eco Plus corner elements:
cleverly designed, easily installed
Assembly
Viega Eco Plus WC corner element,
construction height: 1130 mm or 980 mm
a) D
 rain routed in foot support area
b) Drain routed via ceiling
c) Installation in non-90° corner

Assembly
Viega Eco Plus WC corner element
(single-sided fastening),
construction height: 1130 mm or 980 mm

Room miracle with compact
dimensions
Thanks to its compact installation depth
of only 233 mm, the Viega Eco Plus corner element fits in the smallest corners
(Fig. 1). Its concealed cistern is fitted with
dual volume flushing technology and
assembly is just as flexible and simple –
as you’d expect from Viega Eco Plus.
Combination of two
Viega Eco Plus corner elements

1
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Situation a)
1 First place the corner element in the corner
at the appropriate installation height (1130 mm
or 980 mm, measured from the finished floor’s
upper surface) and align it. Then mark the fastening points (A + B and 1-5).
2 Drill holes at the marked fastening points.
After horizontal and vertical alignment, fix
the corner element in place with the fastening
materials provided. Subsequently panel the
element with a single layer of GKFI board.

5
1

Situation b)
1 The procedure is the same as for Situation
a) 1. However, in this case fastening points 1,
3, 5 and both feet A and B are marked.
2 The procedure is the same as for Situation
a) 2.
Situation c)
To install the Viega Eco Plus corner element
in non-90° corners as well, all you need to do
is bend the side fastening shackles 1, 3, 4 and
5, as appropriate. The remaining installation
procedure is the same as described in the
assembly steps above.

2

4
3
A

1 First place the corner element at the right
height (measured from the upper edge of the
finished floor 1130 mm or 980 mm) and align
it. Then you mark out the fastening points
(A and B and 1–4).
2 Drill holes for the marked fastening points,
align and fix the corner element using the
supplied fastening materials after you have
re-aligned it both horizontally and vertically.
Subsequently, panel the element with
a single layer of GKFI board.

1
2

3

4
A

When necessary, any two Viega Eco Plus
corner elements can be installed as a combination. In this case, the two corner elements
are fastened together at four fastening points.
Each corner element is also fixed in place
by both foot supports as well as at four other
fastening points.

B

Please note: With this variation, the corner
elements’ dimensions may be different.
Accordingly, they are not symmetrical.
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Viega Mono.
one block for any application
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If you are looking for wet construction
solutions in front of the wall, Viega Mono
is a tried and tested classic. Its particular advantage: Its variable size, which
makes it especially flexible in terms of
installation. Material quality and installation comfort are exactly as you would
expect from Viega: the best.
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Viega Mono:
classic for wet construction

1 Ideal base for
plastering: Robust
and soundproofed
expanded poly
styrene housing.

5
7

2 The expanded
polystyrene housing
can be shortened
(from 1130 mm to
980 mm), thus providing more flexibility
and reducing your
storage costs.

8

3 Multiple Viega Mono
pre-wall blocks can
be fitted rapidly and
efficiently on a single
profile without timeconsuming alignment.

1
6

4 Continuous depth
adjustment of the
pre-wall blocks
is possible.
5 Easier connection
to the drinking water
installation: premounted water
ducting and the wall
connection made
of high quality,
corrosion-resistant
gunmetal.

6 Another bonus:
Equipped with the
water-saving Viega
concealed cistern
that can be combined
with all Visign
actuating panels.

2

7 Guarantees short
strokes with minimal
actuating power:
rocker technology
with combined
Bowden wire technology.

3

4
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8 Tested soundproofing in accordance with DIN 4109,
certified by the
Fraunhofer Institute
for Building Physics
in Stuttgart.

Viega Mono
WC pre-wall block 8310.2
H x W x D:
1130/980 x 510 x 130-190 mm

Viega Mono
WC pre-wall block 8337.2
H x W x D:
820 x 510 x 172-230 mm

Viega Mono
WC pre-wall block 8338.2
H x W x D:
820 x 510 x 172-230 mm

Viega Mono
Bidet pre-wall block 8317
W x D: 400 x 130-190 mm

Viega Mono
Washbasin pre-wall block 8313
W x D: 295 x 90-150 mm

Viega Mono
surface-mounted fittings pre-wall block 8313.5
W x D: 295 x 90-150 mm

Viega Mono
Urinal flushing system installation set 8328
universally applicable

Mounting profile 8001
H x D: 40 x 22 mm
Length: 3000 mm
For serial mounting of models
8310.2, 8337.2, 8338.2, 8317

Viega Mono foot props 8310.5
Fitting aid for models
8310.2, 8337.2, 8338.2, 8317

Viega Mono footed bracket 8310.45
Mounting aid for self-supporting mounting
of models 8310.2, 8337.2, 8338.2, 8317
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Viega Mono.
Fitting – so easy, so precise
Pre-wall
single fitting
construction
height: 1130 mm
Fix the mounting
profile at a height of
320 mm to the wall
using screw anchor
plugs. Then screw
on the WC clip.

Single fitting
in the wall
construction
height: 1130 mm

Unrivalled flexibility, unusually
straightforward
Viega Mono can be installed in a single
or series fitting at heights of 1130 mm
and 980 mm: All you need to do is
shorten the pre-wall block aligned to
1130 mm at the marking. The flexible
depth adjustment and low WC pre-wall
blocks ensure unprecedented variability. And that’s not all. Thanks to integrated wall pockets, it is possible to
make a perfect joint with the wall. Additionally, the soundproofed expanded
polystyrene housing is an ideal base for
plastering.

Fix the mounting
profile at a height of
320 mm to the wall
using screw anchor
plugs. Then screw
on the WC clip.

Series pre-wall
fitting
construction
height:
1130 mm
Fix the mounting
profile to the wall at
a height of 320 mm
using screw anchor
plugs. Then screw
on the WC clip.

Shorten the
pre-wall block
from 1130 mm
to 980 mm
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First release the
upper and lower
parts of the pre-wall
block, and remove
the flush pipe elbow
from its connection
piece.

Now position the
Viega Mono WC
pre-wall block on
the WC clip and
adjust with a spirit
level. Just fix at
the top end with
a screw and a
wall plug.

Important: The
cistern must be
plastered to a depth
of at least 15 mm.

Position the
Viega Mono WC
pre-wall block
on the WC clip and
adjust with a spirit
level. Now just fix at
the top end with
a screw and a wall
plug. Important:
It is necessary to
install a concrete
supporting beam
above the cistern.

Finally, brick in
the recess.

And: Brick up
the pre-wall block
on both sides!

Position the
Viega Mono WC
pre-wall blocks
on the WC clips
and align with
a spirit level. Now
just fix at the top
end with a screw
and a wall plug.

Now both elements can be
shortened at the marked
point using a normal saw.
Shorten the flush pipe elbow
by 150 mm as well, and after
deburring, simply reposition
on the connection piece.
Caution: It is essential to
ensure that the two O-ring
seals sit correctly! Finally,
just connect the upper and
lower parts, and you’re done.
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Planning needs a standard basis
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Planning is so much easier with Viega.
The pre-wall systems meet the soundproofing, damp-proofing and fire protection norms and safety requirements.
All systems are tested in accordance
with DIN 4109 – their test values are
well below the required norms. Reliable
damp-proofing is facilitated as all systems can be installed in combination
with current cladding panels. What is
more, system-specific solutions are
available for fire protection. Additionally, thanks to their enormous versatility
Viega pre-wall systems facilitate troublefree installation of the increasingly
popular generation bathrooms. If you
have any questions during the planning
phase, the expert Viega service team is
ready to assist.
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Viega pre-wall systems: Overview

Requirement

Protection- active principle
guideline

Viega Steptec

Soundproofing

Certified in acc. with DIN 4109

✓

Soundproofing, enhanced requirement

Requirements in acc. with
DIN 4109 Supplementary Sheet 2

✓

Fire protection, multiple floors

MLAR as per ceiling insulation principle
in connection with Viega system shafts*

EI 90

Fire protection, horizontal in
a storey level

Installation wall duration of fire resistance in acc. with DIN EN 13521-2

EI 90

Statics

Weight and load

Bidet and WC 400 kg, washbasin
and urinal 150 kg, support and
grip handles 100 kg

Generation bathroom

Element, modules, electronic flush

Modules for WC and washbasin areas
as well as fastening modules and
elements for support and grip handles

Use of Obtego cladding panels

✓

Viega Hygiene + flush function

Automatic water exchange in
cold drinking water pipe

✓

Tile-level installation of actuating panel

Combination with tile-level installation
frame

✓

Ventilation

Ventilation via flush pipe in combination
with room ventilator supplied on site

✓

Design selection

Free combination of actuating panels
and cisterns**

✓

* If the ceiling insulation principle is applied, a simple dry cladding suffices. If different pipe and insulation materials are used in the installation shaft,
individual approval are to be obtained for these. For the system shafts for Viegaswift and Viega Steptec, a solution is offered in the form of an
assessment of suitability from the Materials Testing Institute (MPA) Brunswick in connection with a declaration of compliance from the different
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Viega Eco Plus

Viega Mono

✓

✓

✓

–

–

–

EI 120

–

Bidet and WC 400 kg, washbasin and urinal 150 kg, support
and grip handles 100 kg

Bidet and WC 400 kg, washbasin and urinal 150 kg,
support and grip handles 100 kg

Modules for WC and washbasin areas as well as fastening
modules and elements for support and grip handles

Pre-wall blocks for WC- and washbasin areas

–

–

✓

✓

✓

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

manufacturers. The certificate is provided in a form for the site inspectorate where the selected pipe and insulation materials are ticked
** Visign actuating panels overview from page 38, description of a cistern on page 37
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Installation with certified fire protection
Peace and quiet – at home and work
DIN 4109 precisely defines the noise
levels from building systems that are
permitted to permeate in third-party
rooms requiring protection. As long as
no deviating agreements have been
made for more soundproofing, the norm
values are considered as mandatory
requirements. All Viega pre-wall systems are certified in accordance with
the norm by the Fraunhofer Institute in
Stuttgart.

Pre-wall installation systems Viega Steptec, Viega Eco Plus
and Viega Mono on solid masonry
Installation wall: sand-lime brick 11.5 cm with a surface mass of m”w = 220 kg/m²
R’w = 47 dB
Insulation in accordance with EnEV and DIN 1988
Measured values based on flush/stop function
Viega Steptec

Requirements
Installationnoise level
LIn
Diagonal
transmission path
(third-party
room requiring
protection)

Horizontal
transmission path
in own area

19 dB(A)

26 dB(A)

Viega Eco Plus

DIN 4109,
Supp.
Sh. 2

LIn
≤ 30 dB(A)

LIn
≤ 25 dB(A)

Met

Met

No requirement

Requirements
Installationnoise level
LIn
Diagonal
transmission path
(third-party
room requiring
protection)

Horizontal
transmission path
in own area

20 dB(A)

28 dB(A)

Viega Mono

DIN 4109

DIN 4109,
Supp.
Sh. 2

LIn
≤ 30 dB(A)

LIn
≤ 25 dB(A)

Met

Met

No requirement

Requirements
Installationnoise level
LIn
Diagonal
transmission path
(third-party
room requiring
protection)

Horizontal
transmission path
in own area
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DIN 4109

27 dB(A)

36 dB(A)

DIN 4109

LIn ≤ 30 dB(A)

Met

No requirement

Viega Steptec-Installation wall
R’w = 52 dB
Insulation in accordance with EnEV and
DIN 1988 Measured values based
on flush/stop function

Requirements
Installationnoise level LIn
Diagonal
transmission path
(third-party room
requiring protection)

Horizontal
transmission path
in own area

Viega Eco Plus in light construction
Knauf W 116
Metal framework type Knauf R’w = 49 dB
Insulation in accordance with EnEV and
DIN 1988 Measured values based
on flush/stop function

16 dB(A)

20 dB(A)

DIN 4109

DIN 4109,
S. Sheet 2

LIn ≤ 30 dB(A)

LIn ≤ 25 dB(A)

Met

Met

No requirement

Requirements
Installationnoise level LIn
Diagonal
transmission path
(third-party room
requiring protection)

Horizontal
transmission path
in own area

21 dB(A)

29 dB(A)

DIN 4109

DIN 4109,
S. Sheet 2

LIn ≤ 30 dB(A)

LIn ≤ 25 dB(A)

Met

Met

No requirement
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Generation bathroom in keeping with standards
Perfect basis for solutions that
meet with the standards
The term “barrier-free” is used to describe
all measures that contribute to a simpler
lifestyle for people with physical or mental disabilities due to illness or old age.
DIN 18040 regulates this for bathrooms
and WCs in public buildings.
It is also possible to make bathrooms
and WCs in private households easier to
use for seniors by taking a few simple
steps. Viega has various fastening elements in its range. The WC elements or
WC modules with a construction height
of 1130 mm provide an appropriate integrated height level for the fastening of the
ceramic. In this way, normal WC elements
can be adjusted to a barrier-free ceramic
height during fitting; this eliminates the
necessity of a separate storage space or
the need to order special versions.
Even the washbasin modules or elements
with concealed odour trap help to remove
barriers because wheelchair users can
manoeuvre their wheelchairs below the
washbasins.

Generation bathroom concept
The diagram shows the configuration of
a “generation-friendly WC-system”. A fastening
element is mounted on the left- and right-hand
side of the Viega Eco Plus WC element,
these are later used for the attachment of the
foldable support handles. A special technical

feature: as well as using the actuating panel,
it is possible to actuate the flush via a radiocontrolled actuator fitted into the foldable
support handle.

1
Mechanical remote actuation
Using the remote actuation, the flush is triggered with the help of a Bowden wire via
an actuating button 1.7 m away (Fig. 1).
That allows the flush actuator to be placed
in an easily accessible position
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Direct connection for the extraction of odours
WC element with odour extraction
Irritating odours in indoor bathrooms
and heavily frequented WCs can be
greatly reduced through the installation of flush bends, which are directly
connected to the ventilation system.
When the ventilator switches on, the
odours are immediately removed, this
makes a costly ventilation via windows
or vents unnecessary. In the case of
Viega pre-wall elements and modules
with a construction height of 1130 mm,
it is only necessary to replace the factory-fitted flush pipe (see table).
Assembly instruction
The connection of the flush pipe bend
to the extension of the individual or
room ventilator should be made watertight up to 100 mm above the cistern –
e.g. with HT pipe DN 50, so that condensation arising can be disposed of
via the WC ceramic. Direct connection
with Alufex or folded spiral-seamed
pipe is not permitted.

Viega Eco Plus WC element with flush pipe
bend and ventilator connection

Connection principle

Overview WC element/module
Pre-wall element

Model

Art. No.

Viegaswift WC element

8000.3

655 877

Viegaswift WC module

8039.3

655 945

Viega Steptec WC module

8461.3

656 102

Viega Eco Plus WC element

8161.2

606 664

Viega Eco Plus WC corner element

8141.2

606 725

Viega Eco WC element

8180.25

606 671

Viega Eco WC element

8180.26

606 688

Viega Mono WC pre-wall block

8310.2

606 732

Flush pipe bend
8310.26
8310.26

8310.26

8310.78
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Viega concealed flushing technology:
award-winning design, perfect technology
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The principle: economical use
of water, easily assembled
With the help of innovative technology,
Viega has been putting emphasis on
the economical use of the valuable
resource water. Dual-flush technology
offers the opportunity to make significant savings. It offers the user the
choice between a small and full flush
volume. Another plus: the concealed
cisterns from Viega are integrated into
all pre-wall systems and compatible
with all WC actuating panels. Assembly
is simple thanks to innovative Bowden
wire technology.
Variable: the installation options
The corresponding cistern version is
used depending on the installation situation in the pre-wall elements or modules chosen. There is a choice between:
the Viega concealed cistern 2H for high
and 2L for low installation as well as 2C
for installation in the corner. In combination with the touchless actuating
panels Visign for Care sensitive or
Visign for More sensitive, the Viega concealed cisterns 2H have been awarded
the maximum six points on the WELL
label in the category “public” (Fig. 1), in
accordance with the product classification of the European sanitary fitting
industry. This provides the environmentally conscious consumer with considerable assistance when choosing.

Hersteller:
Produktkategorie:
Typ:
Modell:
Registrierungsnummer:

1

2

3

1 Actuating panel
Visign for More 100 sensitive
with rear-fitted base frame.
2 Bowden wire unit connecting the actuating panel to the
drain valve.
3 Drain valve seat and multifunctional drain valve.

Viega GmbH & Co. KG
WC-Spülsystem
Spülkasten
More/Care sensitive
WS10007-20110207

Wasser Effizienz Kriterien
Spülmenge 6,0 l
Spülmenge 5,0 / 4,0 l
Mit Spülstopp-Funktion
Zweimengenspülung
Berührungsfreie Auslösung
Berührungsfreie Auslösung & Stagnationsspülung
Informationen Betrieb und Montage: www.well-online.eu.
A Label of EUnited Valves
European Valve Manufacturers Association

1
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Touchless comfort through electronics

1 The mechanics are replaced by a Bowden
wire unit with an actuator.

2 The casing with the actuator is placed on
the installation frame and a manual flush, thus
enabling flushing in the case of a malfunction.

A hand signal suffices
Visign for More WC actuating panels
have built their reputation on both their
award-winning design as well as their
functionality. The sensitive technology
allows a touchless, hygienic actuation. In
this way, they reflect the trend towards
more comfort in the bathroom. Noble
form and first class function form a unit,
which captivates with high-quality glass

in the colours clear/light green, parsol/
black and clear/mint green. The flush is
triggered in the desired volume via an
actuator by a hand movement. The electronics are combined with a maintenance and wear and tear-free Bowden
wire. The new technology is powered
by either mains electricity or – for
example, in the case of retro-fitting –
by batteries.

3 The power supply is connected to the control on the back of the actuating panel.
The cable is placed in the guides. Alternatively,
a battery case can be used.

4 The actuating panel is pushed in as far
as it will go.
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Assembly sets for tile-level installation

1 The shape of the installation frame is
transferred onto the cladding panel and cut
out using a jigsaw.

2 The aligned installation frame is glued onto
the GKFI board.

Actuation in elegant style:
tile-level
Good design is being further developed. In this way, the Visign actuator
versions are also available for tile-level
installation of WC and urinal actuators.
The approx. 4.5 mm deep installation
frames allow the actuating panels from
the Visign for More series to be fitted
and approx. 7 mm installation frames
allow installation of the actuating panel
from the Visign for Style series. The
extra advantage: The depth of the in-

stallation frames can be individually
adjusted to allow them to fit in with
various tile thicknesses. The actuating
panels then create an absolutely level
plain with the wall.
The tile-level frame is compatible with
the Viega Steptec and Viega Eco Plus
systems. An additional functional unit
enables tile-level use, e.g. of tiles as
actuators, because these can be cut to
fit into the frames exactly: that would
allow the highest level of individuality in
bathroom design.

3 The wall tile or the individual cladding
is applied. The installation frame is installed
flush with the surface of the wall.

4 The base plate is attached to the cistern,
after this the actuating panel is mounted.

Tile-level installation frame for WC
and urinal

Visign for Style 12
TSG*, parsol/black,
tile-level

Functional unit for
natural stone panels
up to 4 mm thick

*  Toughened safety glass
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Visign for More
An excerpt at a glance

The principle of lightness
Through the clever use of materials such
as glass and metal, Visign for More conveys a sense of lightness, which is experienced immediately during use. It is
possible to actuate a flush more simply,
and in addition without touching, with
the Visign  for More  sensitive actuating
panels.

Visign for More 100, Metal,
stainless steel colours1

Metal,
chrome-plated1

–

Metal,
chrome matt1

–

Metal, stainless
steel colours1

–

TSG*, transparent/light grey2

–

TSG*,
parsol/black2

–

TSG*, transparent/mint green2

–

Visign for More 104

Visign for More 103 sensitive/Infrared**

Visign for More 103

Visign for More 102

Visign for More 101

Visign for More 100 sensitive/Infrared**

Pressure panel

Visign for More 100

Visign for More 101, TSG*,
transparent/mint green2

–

–

–

–

Visign for More 103,
TSG*, parsol/black2

–

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–

–
–

–

–
–

TSG*, transparent/light grey1

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

TSG*,
parsol/black1

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

TSG*, clear/mint
green1

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

= WC
= Urinal
Rear cover frame, metal, same colour as pressure panel
Rear cover panel, metal, chrome-plated
* Toughened safety glass
** Sensitive version for WC actuating panels, infrared for
urinal equipment set
1
2

Colours may deviate due to printing.
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Visign for More 102,
metal, clear/light grey

Visign for More 103
sensitive, TSG*,
clear/light grey1

Visign for More 104,
Metal, chrome-plated1

Visign for Style
An excerpt at a glance

Contemporary interpretation of the
bathroom and family
Functionality and winning optic go hand
in hand with the product range Viega
Visign for Style to fit them into the complete bathroom design.
The Visign for Style 12 actuating panel is
available in 3 additional glass versions
each with three different pressure panels. The programme is rounded off with
the version made of stainless steel.

Mechanics

Visign for Style 10, plastic,
stainless steel colours

Visign for Style 14

Visign for Style 13

Visign for Style 12

Visign for Style 11

Cover panels and
pressure panels

Visign for Style 10

Visign for Style 13,
plastic, alpine white

Plastic,
alpine white

–

Plastic,
chrome-plated

–

Plastic,
pergamon/camee

–

Plastic,
chrome matt

–

Plastic,
stainless steel colours

–

Stinless steel,
brushed

–
–

–
–

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–

–
–

–
–

Cover panel:TSG*,
transparent/light grey
Pressure panel
versions: TSG*, clear/
light grey Plastic,
chrome-plated Plastic,
alpine white
Cover panel: TSG*,
transparent/mint green

Visign for Style 14, plastic,
stainless steel colours

Bowden wire

Pressure panel versions:
TSG*, clear/mint green
Plastic, chrome-plated
Plastic, alpine white
Cover panel:
TSG*, parsol/black

Visign for Style 11, plastic,
chrome-plated

Visign for Style 12, plastic,
chrome matt

Visign for Style 12,
cover panel:
TSG* clear/mint green

–
–

–
–

Pressure panel versions:
TSG*, parsol/black
Plastic, chrome-plated
Plastic, alpine white
= WC
= Urinal
*  Toughened safety glass
Colours may deviate due to printing.

–

–
–

–
–

Pressure panel versions:
Plastic, alpine white

Visign for Style 12,
cover panel:
TSG*, clear/light grey
Pressure panel version:
Plastic, chrome-plated
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Commercial construction: Visign for Care
with Viega Hygiene + function

Flushes as often as necessary,
as little as possible
Especially in public buildings with interruptions in use, such as schools or
hotels, hygiene is paramount.
Viega provides the perfect solution with
the Viega Hygiene+ concept. Looped in
serial and ring installations combined
with the Visign for Care actuating panel
guarantee drinking water quality, even
during interruptions in use.
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Intelligent, simple, perfect:
Viega Hygiene+
A n ele ctronic control of the
Viega Hygiene+ flushing system
monitors lack of use of the drinking
water extraction points and automatically ensures the required operation,
preventing microbial contamination due
to stagnation. An actuating panel triggers the flush with Viega Hygiene+
function. There are various actuating
panels to choose from such as, e.g.
Visign for Care sensitive, Visign for More
sensitive or, for urinals, the Visign for
More complete set with infrared technology.

Visign for Care/Visign for Public/
Visign for Life
Excerpt at a glance.
Perfectly placed in the public
domain
The models of the series Visign for Care,
Visign for Public and Visign for Life are
extremely robust and therefore able to
cope with the challenges connected
with public sanitary facilities. Unlimited
functionality deals excellently with the
high frequency of use. The completely
smooth surfaces simplify cleaning and
there provide optimal levels of hygiene.

Visign for Care,
plastic, alpine white

Visign for Care

Visign for Public 1

Visign for Public 2

Visign for Public 2,
stainless steel, brushed

–

–
–

–
–

Plastic,
alpine white
Stainless steel,
brushed

–
–

Stainless steel,
alpine white

–
–

Visign for Life 2

Visign for Life 3

= Urinal

Visign for Life 1

= WC

Plastic,
alpine white

–

–

Plastic,
chrome-plated

–

–

Plastic,
pergamon/camee

–

–

Plastic,
chrome matt

–

–

Plastic,
staineless steel
colours

–

–

Metal,
alpine white

–

–
–

–
–

Metal,
chrome-plated

–

–
–

–
–

Metal,
chrome matt

–

–
–

–
–

–

–
–

–
–

Metal,
stainless steel colours
= WC

Visign for Public 2,
stainless steel, alpine
white

Visign for Life 1,
metal, chrome-plated

Visign for Life 1, plastic,
stainless steel colours

Visign for Life 2,
plastic, chrome-plated

= Urinal

Colours may deviate due to printing. Further information regarding compatibility with the pre-wall modules can be found in the catalogue.
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